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In particular, this paper seeks to demonstrate how the co-occurrence of selected formal features in terms of both visual presentation and linguistic expression evokes a certain genre, even in the absence of the evoked discourse community. I will postulate that the presence of these features leads to calculable assumptions on the part of the reader regarding the communicative goals and authorship of a text, and that these assumptions can be exploited by genre users with covert goals. Exploitation can be regarded as a proof for the existence of a genre, since the exploiter must assume that that his audience will recognize the genre he is imitating based on formal criteria if he wants his manipulation to succeed (in other words, genre salience is indicated by genre abusability).
It is noteworthy that the blog analyzed for this paper is a company web log that systematically replicates the characteristics of typical personal blogs in order to tie several formal and technical criteria to which it adheres to functional and communicative aspects that it flouts. If anything, this can be regarded as a powerful indicator for the convergence of form and function in a digital environment, both from the perspective of the researcher and from that of the genre (ab)user.
Personal blogs, corporate blogs and the blog prototype
Since their inception, web logs (or blogs) have matured into a popular publishing technology that is used in a range of different contexts. While in genre analysis they have sometimes been associated with pre-digital types such as the journal or personal diary (cf. McNeill 2005; this volume) , their range of uses is much broader and their precise location in a digital genre ecology harder to pinpoint. 2 While they appear relatively uniform in terms of visual presentation and are highly standardized in 2 See Heyd (this volume) for a useful discussion for the concept of genre ecologies and other theoretical approaches to the issue of genre classification. no physical form and very few bloggers are paid full-timers. 3 The only thing tangible about a blog is its author and the constitutive attribute of blogs appears to be attribution -sometimes to a pseudonym, fictional character or impostor, but always to someone. 4 Furthermore, the fact that blogging is a) a relatively new practice, b) an activity that is still generally understood as a hobby and not a profession and c) that it constitutes a fundamentally democratic means of publishing that is theoretically open to anyone with an Internet connection leads to the common perception of blogs as either 'the genre of the people' or, with less optimism, the genre of the digital mob (cf. Cohen 2006) . Decisively, a blog belongs to its author 5 and thus placing the focus on "the practitioners" (Boyd) , instead of merely the text they produce, is a logical reaction and a key observation when seeking to assess the potential of blogs for use and abuse.
To date, research into blogs has been conducted with a focus on areas such as politics (Adamic & Glance 2005 , Bruns 2007 ), organizational studies (Kelleher & Miller 2006) , personal knowledge management (Efimova 2004) , gender (Argamon et al. 2003 , Herring & Paolillo 2006 , geography (Lin & Halavais 2004) , personality (Nowson et al. 2005 ) and many others. While the specific use of blogs in a corporate environment is still a novel phenomenon, its uptake and reach are already impressive.
According to a 2005 study by Guidewire Group, 89% of the international corporations interviewed stated that they had either already launched a blog or were planning to do so in the future. 6 While there 3 Though exceptions do exist. Cf. http://www.oreillynet.com/pub/a/javascript/2002/08/12/megnut.html. 4 A prominent case being 'Fake Steve Jobs', a blog parody of Apple founder Steve Jobs that was covertly written by a journalist (see Stone 2007) . The existence of such imitations underlines how closely blogs are tied to the identity of their owners. 5 This general claim can be backed up with a brief comparison of established genres. Much of contemporary non-fictional text production is institutionally mandated (news writing, marketing, public relations) or serves a function in an institutional setting (memos, documentations, contracts) . By contrast, individual writing has previously been restricted to direct interpersonal communication, with only few exceptions (one can argue that diaries have historically been used as personal publications with a public readership in mind). Whether or not they are actually used in that way, blogs give an individual the means to address a global audience. But it is this potential to empower the blogger that truly distinguishes blogs and triggers the association with diaries or journals, not the fact that their content is restricted to private thoughts or feelings (as blogs cover virtually any conceivable topic), or any other strictly formal criterion. The feature of extreme immediacy between writer, text and the practice of text production is constitutive for blogs, a notion frequently stressed by many bloggers. Cf. McNeill (this volume) for another perspective on diary-writing vs. blogging. 6 Guidwire Survey Executive Summary -Blogging in the Enterprise: http://www.blogonevent.com/archives/Guidewire %20Survey%20Executive%20Summary%20-%20Blogging%20in%20the%20Enterprise%20-%20Oct%202005.pdf 5/46 is clearly a high level of interest in blogging in a corporate context, many decision-makers are uncertain about how to integrate blogs into their existing communications infrastructure. There are many different options: blogs can be used internally, for example for knowledge management (Efimova & Grudin 2007) and team communication (Charman 2006) , or externally, in areas such as marketing or crisis prevention (Zerfass 2006) . While advertising a product is often the starting point for company blogging, other activities are common, with a majority of corporate blogs being used for purposes other than marketing. 7 There are a number of functions that a company blog can realize and oftentimes an organization will maintain not just a single blog, but an entire hub that is either personalized or grouped according to thematic aspects. 8 In some cases, topic areas such as health care or public policy are identified as vital to the corporate interest and subsequently a blog is created to address a group of company-external stakeholders who play an important role in that area. Organic growth of employee blogs that aren't part of any concise communication strategy is also widespread and globally this group appears to make up the largest percentage of what can be considered corporate blogs. I define corporate blogging here as "the use of blogs by business professionals to further organizational goals" (Weil 2006 ).
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'Personal' being used in the sense of blogs maintained by private individuals that freely comment on news, events and topics of their own choosing including personal thoughts, feelings and experiences. While according to Blood (2000) the first blogs revolved around linking and commenting on web sites of interest, diary-like aspects became central to blogging at an early stage of its development.
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and dated entries, reverse chronological order of entries on the main page and an archive function). Also, while certainly inviting variation, blogs of very different types show certain linguistic similarities which are the result of a single theme that can be considered universally relevant in both super-and subgenres: the blogger himself.
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Thus, while virtually all formal-technical criteria and at least some formal-linguistic aspects are shared between the super-and subgenres, it is (ironically) function which differs among subgenres and remains unspecified in the supergenre. This is a logical result of the dual nature of blogs as both tools for producing content and containers in which the content itself is then stored. It is possible to climb down the ladder of classification to ever more specific purposes and communities, all the way down to combinations as specific as photo blogs for guinea pig enthusiasts.
Defying such compartmentalism and instead resorting to broader definitions of purpose (e.g. 'biographical writing', 'expression of personal opinion') seems of little use: ultimately, communicative goals may vary not only from one blog to the next, but from one single blog post to another.
Applying these considerations, Table 1 provides an overview of different types of corporate blogs according to function, authorship and target audience.
This does not necessarily mean that blogs are exclusively about the private lives of their owners, but that the thoughts, opinions or comments of the blogger are very likely to surface in the blog in same shape or form, due to the nature of the technology as personal publishing. When the blogger is completely absent, the status of the blog as authentic may be called into questions. A signature quality of blog use in corporate environments is the tension between the communicative goals of the individual and those of the organization and the reoccurring question of how the two can be clearly delineated and prioritized. The first example illustrates the kind of personal coloring that many employee blogs exhibit and that they share with non-corporate personal blogs.
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(1) rationalizing my sorority membership and being the best darned slow runner I can be), but it would be fun to get a little group discussion going if anyone else was interested in reading it too. Now nobody spoil it for the rest of us by telling us how it ends.
Everyone must discover the secret sauce for him/herself.
There is usually no clear line separating the blog as a platform of personal expression from the official point of view that is communicated by the organization and due to this there have been incidents where employees have been reprimanded or even fired because of something they had blogged.
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At the same time a blogger can acquire "spokesperson status", with the views expressed in his blog being widely acknowledged while he does not officially possess the mandate for such a function.
Even in company blogs where a clearly defined organizational goal takes obvious precedent over the blogger's personal motives, the presence of the blogger can still be recognized. But while in conventional advertising the listener is addressed by what could be described as the voice of the company, in a blog he is addressed by the blogger, who may or may not lend his voice to his employer. In such an exchange the organization is essentially sidelined and loses control over the communication, something that is further highlighted by the dialogic structure of blogs. Because feedback in blogs is usually welcomed and anticipated, bloggers often seek to engage the readership by involving it in a discussion. This is achieved in significant parts by three standard blogging practices:
linking to other sources, citing or quoting other sources and using prompts as in (1): Important contributions to research on blogs and genre formation come from Miller & Sheperd (2004) , Herring et al (2004 Herring et al ( , 2005 and Askehave & Nielsen (2005) . Miller & Shepard in particular provide a detailed description of the development of blogs, something that I have chosen to forgo in this paper to focus specifically on one example of a corporate blog.
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I make use of the canonical definition of the term prototype as the central member of a category with differently weighed constituting attributes (cf. Mervis & Rosch 1981) .
between the different parties, with everyone being able to equally contribute to the discussion in a typical scenario. Note that this enumeration is by no means exhaustive and that certainly more features could be productively addedwhat is provided here is a basic checklist.
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Obviously the functions and constraints of a software package are still the conscious choice of someone, namely the software developer(s), but in the context of this paper I focus solely on bloggers and blog readers whom I assume to have less of a technical background. The tendencies given assume the median values of pre-digital written language such as scientific papers and newspaper editorials. The basic for this observation is my corpus data. To be relevant beyond a relatively small sample, such generalizations would obviously have be be backed with more empirical data and quantified accordingly.
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See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fake_blog for a brief description of flogging.
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not who he claims to be, the perlocution of his utterance changes and the blog entry as a speech act is no longer felicitous.
Because individuals, not companies communicate through blogs, the interests of the organization are constantly in danger of being relegated to a secondary position behind the communicative goals of the blogger. This poses a problem for obvious reasons: how can a blog serve organizational goals if it is a channel of personal expression that is controlled only be its individual owner? There are two immediate options: either the extremely individualized blog prototype is modified to somehow accommodate organizational objectives, or the objectives must be realized in other ways than they are in traditional media.
In Life at Wal-Mart an alternative and essentially covert strategy is chosen. Its creators seek to avoid both conforming with the requirements of the blog prototype and its obvious flouting, in order to preempt both the loss of control associated with the first choice and the loss of prestige and credibility associated with the second. Instead, they solve the problem by developing a drastically different approach -subversion of the prototype (i.e. flogging) -that will be discussed in detail in the following chapters. It is assumed that the main communicative goal of the blog is to positively influence the opinion of the reader, something which is best achieved by presenting him with a textual environment that is homogenized and free of external (and therefor possibly dissenting) voices. Only by controlling the communicative environment and by effectively simulating individual voices can a positive message about Wal-Mart Stores Inc. be transmitted without interferences. What is pivotal about the use of a blog for this task is the fact that blogs are so closely associated with the culture of individual participation described above. Subversion as the strategy of choice incurs the violation of prototype features in all three described categories: entries in Life at Wal-Mart make no use of hyperlinks and do not allow comments (presentational/technical aspect), are often written in past tense and contain no meta-
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language (linguistic aspect) and are not written and published by the same individuals (contextual aspect).
The strategic goal is apparently to harvest the positive associations that the public audience has with the blog prototype as personal and discursive in absence of the actual qualities that have lead to such a view. If successful -that is, perceived as "the real thing" -, a faux blog can serve to reinforce the persuasiveness of the company message, which in the case examined is an unwaveringly positive depiction of the corporate entity Wal-Mart. In the remainder of this paper I aim to demonstrate how that goal is realized through the blog and why specifically the blog prototype lends itself so well to subversion in the context of public relations. are not used anywhere else on the site, nor do they occur in any of the 52 entries that were reviewed for this study -a highly atypical distribution. Out of 133 corporate blogs that were reviewed, 125 (= 93.9%) contain at least one occurrence of the word blog in at least one post. Notably, those sources with no occurrences of the term were marketing-related and advertised products in very brief entries, with the sole exception of Life at Wal-Mart. Furthermore, blog is the fourth most common noun in the corpus overall, an indicator for its salience as a genre marker.
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Life at Wal-Mart itself is seamlessly integrated into the design of Wal-Mart Facts, with individual entries superficially looking very much the same as the news items published in the press room section of the site (compare Illustrations 2 and 3). In strictly visual terms the blog does not distinguish itself from other sections of the site containing dynamically updated pieces of texts (news items, reports, figures et cetera), but certain structural characteristics that are usually associated with blogs are present. 
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is described as a "state-of-the-art semantic personal publishing platform" on the project website. As a result of both the heritage of early blogs as online diaries and the simplicity and cheapness of the technology, very many blogs are built around their authors and the presence of the the blogger is in most cases clearly visible in both the presentation and the language of a blog. It is exceedingly unusual for blogs -including corporate ones -to be published anonymously, a practice that separates them from neighboring genres such as press releases, which are generally not attributed to an individual author. Furthermore, because of the simplicity, cheapness and ease of deployment of blogs, there is no reason for author and publisher to be separate individuals. Publishing in blogs is generally achieved by clicking on a button, essentially similar to email, therefore separating the two functions is exceedingly uncommon.
In Life at Wal-Mart it however appears that not only are the roles separated, but that the writers are While this alone can be regarded as a strong indicator that the roles of writer and publisher are indeed separated in Life at Wal-Mart, it is the layout of a single post that makes this atypicality even more apparent. Blog entries are normally 'signed' i.e. they contain an automatically generated signature that names the author and the time of writing. In most blogging applications the author is identified via his user name, which may or may not be identical with his real name. Illustrations 4 and 5 show such signatures from the researcher's own blog and from Life at Wal-Mart.
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I use the term here to describe discourse markers generally used in spoken language to signal turn opportunities to conversation partners.
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Despite the fact that all 52 entries in Life at Wal-Mart are allegedly from different authors, the single user who is identified as the publisher of all posts via the automatically generated signature is WalMart Facts and admin respectively. What appears to be a signature line identifying the author at the very beginning of each piece is in fact a part of the full text that has been manually formatted to give the impression that it identifies the author. This attempt to blur the line between author and publisher can be interpreted as an obfuscation strategy.
The PR firm publishing the Wal-Mart Facts website possibly receives the testimonials directly from Wal-Mart, which are then published as blog entries. They may well be written by Wal-Mart employees, but they lack any of the characteristics of authentic blog entries (personal publishing, discursiveness) and their authors are apparently unaware of how they are used. 
Thematic and formal classification of posts
There is generally a high level of diversity in blogs in terms of what topics are explored and how an entry is structured. Authors are not limited to a fixed list of issues they can write about, unless they choose to impose such a limit themselves. While corporate bloggers tend to limit their entries to specific business-related topics, they very often sprinkle in personal information, for example about their families and friends. There are few conventions as to how to write or what to write about and accordingly, no two blog entries are ever entirely alike.
Life at Wal-Mart differs from this in the sense that there appear to be generic or at least reoccurring themes that are paired with certain stylistic patterns. What is remarkable is that these tropes exist in multiple instantiations by different authors, all with astounding degrees of similarity, which makes it exceedingly unlikely that there is no close editorial oversight. The post categories used in the blog (see Chapter 3) directly map to this generic structure.
The crisis/incident account (A)
A reoccurring theme in many blog entries found in Life at Wal-Mart is that of the personal crisis, a dramatic event involving sometimes the storyteller and more often a loved one that is retold in an 21/46 emphatic and emotive style. The most frequent type of incident reported is the medical emergency. Often medical emergencies are narrated that are sudden and unexpected (heart attack, discovery of a tumor etc), but accounts where the outcome can be described as predictable, like (4) (the father passes away after a period of illness), are also numerous. This underscores an aspect specific to Life at WalMart that is a deviation from the means of how a story is typically presented: while we can ordinarily expect the victim to assume a central role in the account of a personal crisis, the central role in these accounts is assigned to Wal-Mart and its associates and to a detailed description of how they supported the victim and comforted the storyteller in a time of uncertainty and fear. Narrative episodes are present in a large number of posts in Life at Wal-Mart, a fact that is significant because they are in turn quite 22/46 uncommon in other corporate blogs. Notably, they occur in personal (non-corporate blogs) with greater frequency than in corporate sources, but that they are nowhere as common as in Life at Wal-Mart.
The observable typicality of narrative episodes in the blog invites the application of a classical structural model such as that proposed by Labov and Waletzky (1967) and Labov (1972) . 
22.9% ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
total 541 99.9%
Strictly speaking, the only part not concerned with Wal-Mart is (b). However, even when we limit ourselves to comparing the number of words devoted to the story proper (b) with the role of Wal-Mart and its associates (c ) we find that the the second section outweighs the first.
A recurring element of the crisis account is thus not only the crisis itself and its resolution, but the consistent support that both the victim and the storyteller experience on behalf of Wal-Mart's caring employees. Their care and support automatically imbue Wal-Mart the corporate entity with similar qualities.
For several reasons, accounts of traumatic personal experiences such as the death or maiming of a family member are ideally suited for this purpose. Firstly, such an event generally spurs interest in readers due to its existentially threatening nature. Secondly, it is universally tragic in that many people have experienced similar loss, or fear to experience it at some point in their lives. Thirdly, because of its nature as a both universal and at the same time highly personal experience, sharing such a tragedy marks a strong and significant bond between storyteller and listener. Because of the gravity that must be assigned to the account, the storyteller gains the trust of the listener -he is humanized and familiarized through the event and his account of it.
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It is exactly this foundation of trust that then serves to support the account of Wal-Mart's associates and their empathy and the conclusion that this implies that Wal-Mart does care about the associates (4).
Of course the closeness is in this case superficial: not only is the story not told but published on the Web, but it is also unclear who exactly the writer is (in contrast to a 'real' blog) and what audience he has in mind. The closeness between storyteller and listener is therefore largely superficial is the specific context of Life at Wal-Mart.
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The career/life story (B)
Those posts not concerned with dramatic events and their resolution are often of the career/life story type. The following example shows elaborately how this type is structured in the majority of cases. opportunities and employee benefits at the company. Interestingly enough, the writers seem to unanimously assume that the reader initially has a negative impression of how Wal-Mart treats its employees. In (7) Deana F. does not consider a career at Wal-Mart an attractive option (except for the health care plan the company offers) and is then convinced otherwise. The underlying assumption is that the reader will follow Deana's deduction and change his view of Wal-Mart as a working place as a result of hearing her story. Alternately, Wal-Mart employees who read Deana's account may be encouraged to believe in the company's prosocial behavior.
The opinion piece (C)
Whereas the previously described types are heavily dependent on the writer's self-characterization via storytelling and on the trust he consequently gains, the third type seeks to gain the reader's support by presenting opinions that are likely to be similar to his own. Via these opinion pieces, which usually take on a decidedly conservative, pro-market and pro-corporate view, the blog publishers aims to conflate a set of blue-collar American values into a consistent ideology and make Wal-Mart the torch-bearer of this ideology. Issues raised in these posts include a variety of areas, such as Christian holidays, energyefficient light bulbs and voting. shared ideology instead. It is decisive that these bonds are created only superficially between the storyteller and the reader, because the storyteller merely acts as a conduit for Wal-Mart the company.
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Since everything published in Life at Wal-Mart is licensed by Wal-Mart, all opinions expressed there can be assumed to be endorsed by the corporate entity, even though it is theoretically possible for the the blog's maintainers to claim otherwise. Once again, the separation of blog writers and blog publisher creates a unique dynamic, where it can be assumed that one is effectively acting as the other's mouthpiece.
The encounter with Mr. Sam (D)
Finally, a third type of narrative post can be identified when looking at Life at Wal-Mart's repertoire:
the encounter with Mr. Sam -Sam Walton, the company's iconic founder. The reverence with which Brian C. describes Walton is reproduced in a similar fashion by other associates. Walton acts as the personification of the otherwise non-corporal corporation and its values.
The combination of grandeur (as the founder of a multi-billion dollar enterprise) and down-to-earth charm evokes the idea of the paternal corporate leader who looks after his employees. The founder's power is matched by his fairness towards his employees, who assume the role of children in the corporate family, children who need parental support (see type A posts), guidance and sometimes supervision. Notably it is not the biographical Sam Walton who is in fact the subject of these entries, but the paternal authority of Wal-Mart the corporate entity.
Linguistic features and functions
Linguistically, Life at Wal-Mart seeks to embody the same attributes that are also reflected in the structure of posts, the dominant topics and the presentational context: simplicity, immediacy and 
Pronoun use
All 52 posts have an explicit authorial presence that is foregrounded by frequent use of the first-person singular pronoun (1P). In contexts where actions or events are described that involve the author, avoidance of 1P, while possible, must be realized through marked linguistic strategies such as passification, existential there or inanimate agent constructions.
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While such distancing strategies are common in registers such as academic writing and journalism, they are not characteristic for letters or blogs, where the relationship between speaker and referent is more immediate.
The average frequency of 1P in Life at Wal-Mart is significantly higher than in the comparison data. Of
An popular alternative in corporate blogs is the use of 'institutional we' (1P-pl) which allows expressing sentiments, intentions and actions collectively. However, since so much of the writing in Life at Wal-Mart can be considered biographical and therefore takes on a narrative form, 1P-pl is not a viable option and consequently there are relatively few occurrences of we referring to Wal-Mart collectively.
52 posts, 33 have one or more instances of singular nominative or accusative 1P, or use of the first person singular possessive determiner (1PD) in the title, while 5 make use of first person plural pronouns (1P-pl) or possessive determiners (1PD-pl).
Post titles are interesting in other regards as well. Very frequently they are phrased as direct speech and often they are enclosed by quotes to signal orality. Note the use of quotation marks in the following titles:
(10) "I still can not believe everything that the company has allowed me to achieve" (10), (11) and (13) versatility in English. You is not limited to deictically marking a communicative partner (or partners, as
English lacks morphological marking of number on 2P-pl) but can also be used to refer to a generic third person (one) or to the speaker himself. The deictic ambiguity in Life at Wal-Mart is further increased by the fact that we encounter a scripted speech situation in which the speaker addresses the listener in the mode of an oral conversation, but in a technological frame that does not permit feedback.
Furthermore -and this is the decisive contribution of the editor -the speech is redirected to address the readers of the blog. Its original referent is unclear, since we cannot tell whom the author was originally thinking of when writing the text.
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(14) So next time someone says to you that our company does not make available to us health coverage, you can have that person talk to me.
In (14) This ambiguity is further increased by the lack of plural marking on 2P-pl. Whereas in languages that morphologically indicate plural number the speaker would have to chose between addressing a collective audience or an individual, he is not required to specify this in English.
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sources are usually part of a blog, the blogger can assume this information to be available to readers and rely on pro-forms and "link deixis". But because this kind of information is omitted in Life at WalMart, the pronominal pointers used do not point to any clear referent.
Tense, aspect and narrativity
As previously noted, Life at Wal-Mart differs from other company blogs in that its contributors are not identical with the blog's publishers, but merely act as the content providers. Past tense is not indiscriminately used to refer to all events preceding the fictional exchange between speaker and listener, however, but instead specific narrative episodes are frequently retold by the speakers inside of a story-contextual frame. Especially the use of continuous and perfective juxtaposed with simple past in longer narrative episodes is significant, because it functions as an effective tool to draw the reader into a past event.
(9) Brian C. , Network Engineering, Bentonville, AR Even a cursory analysis makes stark differences between (9) and (17) 
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and because the everyday topic of the post is something you might plausibly chat about with a friend.
Decisively, there is no sequence of events that leads up to a climactic event or conveys a 'point' of the telling -the end is merely to express a personal sentiment in an entertaining way. The perceived orality of the telling is a result of the marked involvement of the teller, lack of a strict chronological structure and the strong emphasis on the teller's subjectivity.
Storytelling following classical patterns is an exceedingly popular device in advertising and public 
Conclusion
All of the described linguistic and presentational patterns are used in their specific roles for a clearly defined purpose: to build trust between the Life at Wal-Mart storytellers and the readership. By convincing readers of the authenticity of their accounts, Wal-Mart hopes to capitalize on the trust 33 In the sense proposed by Georgakopoulou (2006) .
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gained and make itself appear in a more positive light.
The central function of Life at Wal-Mart is to use the positive associations of readers with the blog format in absence of the decidedly personal character that blogs normally have. Specifically, the use of personal pronouns is meant to suggest a real interpersonal exchange to the reader, while in fact no such thing takes place. In the same vein, the reproduction of established and idealized narrative structures with predictable tense shifts and orderly chronology is used to frame the positive message of the blog.
It is the combination of technological obfuscation and linguistic strategy through which the reader is to be misled, and ironically it is its over-designedness that makes Life at Wal-Mart seem starkly unauthentic compared to actual blogs.
Reviewing the genre mimicry conducted by the creators of Life at Wal-Mart yields important realizations about the nature of blogs and beyond that, about digital genres in general. As Miller & Shepard (2004) have aptly pointed out "the blog-as-genre is a contemporary contribution to the art of the self". The authenticity of the blogger is what gives a blog its authority, just as the identity of the speaker is central to the evaluation of spoken discourse. This parallel is not a result of similarities in the situational context -face-to-face synchronous speech production is spontaneous, while blogging is asynchronous and planned -but because, as in a conversation, individuals are communicating via blogs. Because the intentions, opinions and interests of individuals change over time, blogs are bound to exhibit significant variation in terms of both style and content. They are virtual extensions of their authors, not tangible artifacts, and they are shaped as much or more by the whim of their authors than by the conventions of neighboring texts.
The choice of the creators of Life at Wal-Mart to fake not any type of writing, but blogging, is explicable before the background of the blog prototype's contextual dimension. Blogs are assumed to be the raw, unfiltered and essentially ego-centric expression of individuals and as such revolve around
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the blogger and his readership. Because the focal point of the blog is expected to be the blogger, his communicative goals are relatively overt and essentially predictable: presenting oneself in a positive way, preserving face and gaining recognition in the blogosphere are a few plausible aims. These obvious and -most importantly -familiar goals of any social interaction between individuals can be contrasted with the covert and impersonal goals of the corporation. Egocentricity is a central source of tension in corporate blogs in general, as deemphasis of the individual blogger means straying from the blog prototype (which is dangerous, as blogs are used in the first place to appear more human and authentic) while keeping a truly prototypical blog risks ejecting the company from the text as the blogger's personality takes over.
In the specific case of Life at Wal-Mart this extension of the self via a digital publishing platform is incompatible with the traditional Bernaysian approach to public relations 34 that the blog follows, which was developed for one-way communication between collective institutions and a collective public. It envisions communication as a controlled process and therefore Life at Wal-Mart resorts to simulating the process of blogging while in fact publishing canned texts.
In summary, this paper has put forth the argument that potential for abuse can be regarded as an indicator for the association of certain recurring formal and functional features with blogs as a publishing technology. This bundle of features (the blog prototype) has been suggested as the template on which the genre of the corporate blog is modeled, sharing some of the prototype's aspects while modifying others (e.g. seeking to accommodate personal communicative goals with those of the organization). In contrast to other representatives of the corporate blog genre, Life at Wal-Mart has been presented as a fake blog (or flog) that imitates some of the formal aspects of the prototype but functionally deviates from a 'real' blog (e.g. it has no unity of writer and publisher, no comments, no 34 The term referring to Edward Bernays (1891 Bernays ( -1995 , who is often characterized as the father of modern public relations (along with Ivy Lee). Bernays interpreted PR as positive propaganda that organizations could utilize to influence the public sentiment. Mass opinion and its 'engineering' are the cornerstones of Bernays' original approach.
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use of hyperlinks, no egocentricity). How this strategy is pursued has been demonstrated via presentational and linguistic criteria that exemplify the interplay between form and function in a dynamic genre setting.
If two central observations can be made as a result of this case study, they are that a) blogs (and possibly digital genres in general) are dynamic extensions of their individual users much more significantly than pre-digital artifact-genres and therefore may never adhere to fixed and unchanging functions of use or formal criteria (in a stylistic sense) and b) that form (in technological terms) means something entirely different in digital genres (where it is presupposed by software) than in pre-digital ones (where it must be consciously imitated).
Technology appears to at once facilitate and constrain the balkanization of genres, which is logical in light of the realization that it has usurped some of the functions previously held by a discourse community that passed on the knowledge of formal conventions associated with a genre from one generation of practitioners to the next. It remains to be seen where this individualization of genre will lead us next.
Index of cited blog entries
Note that all blog entries from Life at Wal-Mart are referenced via the Internet Archive's Wayback Machine ( http://www.archive.org/web/web.php ), as both Life at Wal-Mart and the Wal-Mart Facts website are no longer operational. In those instances where no URL is given, IA has not stored a copy of the page in question. All cited entries are additionally identified via their unique key in the CBC/Corporati corpus (CBC xxx).
